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Preface 
This document is created to provide guidelines for the installation of BellaVita. It contains of three 
simple steps: gather the necessary files for the most up to date release, unpack these files on the 
server and start the installation process. 

Audience 
This installation guide for BellaVita is intended for system administrators and support familiar 
with BellaVita. 

Customer Support 
To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 
https://support.oracle.com 

When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 
 Product version and program/module name 
 Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 
 Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create 
 Exact error message received 
 Screen shots of each step you take 

Documentation 
Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/ 

Revision History 
Date Description of Change 

June 18, 2013 • Initial publication. 
Document Version Number: 1.0 

 
 

https://support.oracle.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/
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 Prerequisites 
 
Before starting the installation, please make sure you have the necessary information and 
requirements fulfilled. 
 

- Hardware requirements: 

 
- Valid License 
- Connection details: 

o BellaVita server: remote access (VPN, etc.) username and password 
o IFC server (FIAS/HTNG): host name, ports, username and password 
o PMS database and application server: host name, ports, username and password 
o Database users:  

 Sys user’s password 
 PMS LIVE and TRAIN username and password 

- Installation details: language and currency used by Spa/Hotel; VAT inclusive or not, fiscalisation 
used 
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 Installation 
 
Download the  bellavita-full-install-XXXXX.zip file from the BellaVita 

distributions servers, from the following link (log in credentials bellavita/bricnam) 

   http://bellavita.microsdc.com/distr/full-install/ 

Unpack the .zip file into a temporary directory on the BellaVita server, for example: C:\BV 

 

 

Preparing an offline installation 
 
If you intend to do an offline installation, then first you will need to collect the necessary data from 

the FTP distribution server. To do that, open a Command Line and navigate to the directory where 

you have extracted the  bellavita-full-install-XXXXX.zip  file.  

Once you are there, enter  prepareoffline to the command line to download the 

remaining data for the installation. 

 

During the download the following transfer error might appear in the Dos Box: 

http://bellavita.microsdc.com/distr/full-install/
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 “The system cannot find the file specified.” Or “No such file…” 

 

If this error message occurs during the download, repeat the  prepareoffline command 

until the process finishes without any error messages displayed. 

 

After the Script is finished a new .zip file is created. The bellavita-full-install-all.zip 

contains all the necessary data to execute a full offline installation at the customer’s site. 

If the size of this file is around 240 MB, this is what needs to be on the customer’s server to start the 

installation. 

It is important to repeat this process before each new installation to prevent installing older 

releases. 

Executing an online installation at customer’s site 
 

The first thing you need to do is to connect the BellaVita server, and create an optional directory 

for the installation, for example: C:\bellavita Make sure there is no space in the folder name! 

 

To do an online installation, a proper internet connection is required at the customer’s site for 

downloading the installation data. First you need to download the  bellavita-full-

install-XXXXX.zip file from the BellaVita distribution server, and unpack it into an optional 

folder on the server.  
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Then open a command prompt, and navigate to the folder where you have unpacked your .zip file 

and type: install –f to start the installation process. 

 

Executing an offline installation at customer’s site 
 

The first thing you need to do is to connect the BellaVita server, and create an optional directory 

for the installation, for example: C:\bellavita 

 

After this unpack your  bellavita-full-install-all.zip file into this directory.  

Before you start the installation, make sure: 

o you have at least 500 MB free disk space on the target drive 

o the ‘services’ window is closed 

 

If all the files are unpacked, start a command line and navigate to the newly created directory and 

type: install –f –o  to start the installation process. 
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The installation dialogue (offline and online) 
Once the install –f or install –f –o command is executed, you will receive a list of 
questions in the installation process. 
First you need to define the existing directory where we would like to install the application 

o It is important to use forward slashes when defining the directory, 

o do not conclude it with a slash. 

 

 

1. Before you continue with the installation make sure that both the Database user and password are 

correct: 

 

If any of these values is incorrect, you can interrupt the installation and change these values. To do 

so, type N to the console.  

You have to change the password and then start the installation again. 

It is no longer adviced to open the  product.bat file and edit the relevant lines, you have 

to change them by commands in the same cmd. To change dbadmin.password: 

 

ant change.password –Dname=dbadmin.password –Dvalue=password 
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When you are done editing the details, save the file and restart the installation. When you get to 

this question again, type in Y and press enter to continue.  

2. In the next step you need to enter the site identification in the following format: 

isoTwoCharCountryCode_SPAname_Cityname 

 

 ie.: HU_Micros_Budapest – please make sure you that the license name is reconisable 

based on this. 

3. The following question is used to determine the zip to city and medical information preloaded in the 

application. 

 

4. After this, select the language of the users and the application: (default is English) 

 

Press enter if no change required, or type in one of the above codes and then enter. 

5. The next step is to enter the default currency used by the SPA / Hotel: (default: EUR) 

 

Press enter if no change required, or type in one of the above codes and then enter. 

6. Then select the fiscalisation that should be used: (default: none) 
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Press enter if no change required = no fiscalisation, or type in one of the above codes and then 

enter. 

7. In the next step define if the VAT is included in the product prices (most countries) or not: 

 

 
8. After this you need to enter the BellaVita Database (SID) name: (default: BV) – BV if standalone; V8 

or OPERA if connected to PMS 

 
9. Then you need to define the hostname / IP address and the port of the BellaVita Database:  

(default: HOSTNAME:1521) 

 
10. In the next step you need to decide if you want to install a TRAINING DATABASE as well or not:  

(default: n) – it can be installed later. Instructions of later installation of train is provided at 

the end of this documentation. 

 

11-12-13-14. In the next few steps you need to enter the settings of the email application built in the 

BellaVita. First you need to enter the email address of level 1 support (usually local MF office 

support), who can be contacted if an error message occurs in BV. Then you need to define the mail 

server used by the customer site, the port number, the user and the password – leave it on default. 

 

 

15. In the next step you can enter the email address of a local site administrator – usually IT manager. 

 

 

Then you can define the interface and its details that is connecting BV to the PMS: 
- FIAS interface host = IFC server. Port: normally 5010. 

- FIAS gateway is hosted on the BellaVita server with port 5001.  

In the last step you can setup the source PMS Database from where you would like to import the 

guest: (Default: Suite8) 
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If you make a standalone installation and there is no PMS connection than select none. If the PMS 

connection is with Opera the interface can be HTNG or FIAS - with Suite8 the only option is FIAS.  

This connection can also be set up at a later stage – instructions found later in this document. 

 

 

Pleas note that if the server that you are using has only the database ready but not the application at the time 

of the installation then choose no PMS connection and set it up later.  

MyVisitors integration is available from version 2.7: 

 

Authentication mode can be altered from the original BellaVita authentication to Ldap (it can also 

be set up at a later stage) 

 

 

At the end of these questions you will get a summary of all your answers and you can decide if 

you want to continue with the installation or change on these settings. 

Before you are continuing you can check all the details given and confirm: 
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If all the entered information is correct then simply type Y and press enter so the installation 

process starts. In the first part of the installation several editable files will be created in the

 C:\bellavita\local-settings\HOSTNAME  directory, such as the: 

   local.properties 

   live.properties 

   train.properties 

 

If there are any settings that you want to change before proceeding, chose no, then you can edit 

these files, save them and then restart the installation. The installation will keep the edited data, so 

after setting the directory, you get to the summary screen again. 
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Once you confirm the details, the next step shows you that you can set up specific reminders for 

any installation/upgrade related tasks: 

 

During the process a pop-up window will ask you to enter a valid BellaVita license. You can either 

import it from an .xml file, or type in manually: 

 

 

After entering the valid license, the installation will proceed and in a few minutes it will finish 

with a Build Successful message, and the total time of the installation will be displayed. The 

BellaVita Application will start automatically upon finishing the process. 
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It may be possible that you get the below message: 

 

As you see the build failed is only notifying you about the update of the ftp server – which is not 

relevant in the success of the installation.  

 
A completely successful installation should look like this – with BellaVita starting automatically. 

 
The startup file of BellaVita is in you installation folder:\bellavita\bin\runlive.bat  

You can log in by the default superuser: cid/mic 
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 Tasks following installation 
 
After the installation has been completed, there are the following tasks to be completed: 

Backup 
- setup the backup windows scheduled task by: Administrative Tools – task scheduler. Schedule it to 

run the dbbup.bat file found in deployment folder every 4 hours. This will create the backup file in 

%BellaVita directory/backup/bellavita/db. The backup directory can be set in local.properties, by the 

below details. 

 

To implement the changes in this file:  

CMD>deployment>setenv 

ant runtime.update 

DB maintenance 
- set up windows scheduled task to execute dbmaint.bat in deployment folder for every week (for 

example Sunday nights) for database maintenance 

- Share the %BellaVita directory/bellavita folder to all users 

Configuring the Workstations 
 
No software installation is required on the client / workstation side. The BellaVita application can 
be started by executing a .bat file found on the server. To do this first you need to share the folder 
where the application have been installed. In this case: C:\bellavita.   
 
To share a folder right click on the folder and chose the Properties option. Under the Sharing Tab 
chose the ‘Share this folder’ option.  
 
You also need to share the C:\bellavita\ResourceLocal folder and grant the users Full 
Control. To do this select the Permissions Option under the Sharing Tab and Tick Full Control.  
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After you shared the required folders open My Computer on the Workstation / Client. Type in the 
shared folder’s route in the field on the top of the window in the following format: 
   

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.  
 
In this case it is:    \\BELLAVITA-CLEAN\bellavita and press Enter. You might need to enter 
the username and password to the server to enter.  
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After you entered the shared folder navigate to the bellavita\bellavita\bin  folder 
and create a shortcut on the Workstations Desktop for the   runlive.bat  and      
runtrain.bat  files.  
 
To do this right click on the file, then select the ‘Send to’ option and chose ‘Desktop (create 
shortcut)’. 
 
 

 

After the 2 shortcuts are created, you can change the icons by right clicking on the shortcut, then 
select Properties. On the Shortcut Tab select the ‘Change Icon…’ option, then click on ‘Browse…’ 
and search for the same bin directory where the batch files are located, and select the icon file. 
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.  

The final step is to start the batch file’s shortcut on the Client and that will finish the rest of the 
Workstation configuration and the application will start automatically as it is finished. 
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 Setup continued if not set in installation 
Installation of BellaVita train 
Open CMD and navigate to the  deployment folder in your installation folder, like: 
C:\BV\deployment>setenv 
The setenv command uses the setenv.bat file in deployment to set up the environment used. If you 
do not leave the CMD, you do not need to enter it before all ant commands.  Only after this can you 
use the ant commands: 
 
First we need to create the train user: bellavitatrain in the BellaVita DB (BV if not installed on the V8 
DB) 
ant db.user.create -Dproduction.state=train 
 
Then we copy the current DB of the live BV to the train BV. This is used in the future as well to 
refresh the train BV.  
ant db.copy.to.train 
 
After this, the connection can be tested to the DB: 
ant db.connection.test -Dproduction.state=train 
 
Train BellaVita can be started by runtrain.bat – in the same folder where runlive.bat is. 
Setup of shortcut described in the workstation setup above. 

Set up of PMS connection  
If the PMS connection was not set up in the installation or it needs amended, these details are stored 
in local settings and setenv.bat. First, check the setup in the local-settings: 
 
Installation directory\local-settings\HOSTNAME   

   local.properties 

   live.properties 

   train.properties 

Live.properties 
Best is to open these files with notepad2 (from deployment/tools) or notepad++  
The PMS relevant setting is this part: 

 
This is used if the PMS is Suite8 for guest and package import or Opera guest import without HTNG. 
Type the username after dbsuite8.user=  
Password can be set from cmd>deployment>setenv 
ant change.password –Dname=dbsuite8.password –Dvalue=password 

The same lines available in train.properties. 

Local.properties 
To enable guest import, set guestimport.enable to true. If you use Opera with HTNG – no need to 
change any of the below. If you use Opera with FIAS, please edit the below accordingly. 
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The next step is to set up where the import is from – add the host name, port and SID to the url. 

 
 
Set the type of PMS for the guest import: 
If Opera:  

 
If Suite8 

 
 
If the import has been set up at the time of installation, you will see values here already. V8 means 
PMS in this matter. 
For Opera 

 
For Suite8 

 

Setenv.bat 
Edit the file to see which password we need to check: 
Db.pms.user is bellavitapms, password is generated by system: bellavita. No need to edit it. 

 
For the guest import setup requires the PMS DB system user’s credentials. Change this: 

 
By CMD>deployment>setenv 
ant change.password –Dname=dbsuite8admin.password –Dvalue=password 
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To save all the above changes: 
CMD>deployment>setenv 
ant runtime.update 
If any credentials are incorrect in the settings, the build will fail with the logon denied message. 
 

Interface 
If FIAS interface is used, the connection details are set as below: 

 

 
 
 
HTNG is available for Opera only. In this case both guest import and interface is under these 
settings: 

 

 
 

Common changes to details set in installation 
Often there are some details you need to change which were set during the installation. The PMS 
and IFC related information is described above. The changes you make can only be implemented by 
the ant runtime.update command. Changes in the train.properties are implemented by ant 
runtime.update –Dproduction.state=train 

Other changes 
changing the system password for the BellaVita DB: 
CMD>deployment>setenv 
ant change.password –Dname=dbadmin.password –Dvalue=password 
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 Tips and Tricks 
Create a folder on the desktop of the server for the most often used BellaVita files: 

- C:\bellavita 
- C:\bellavita\deployment  
- Runlive.bat and runrepadmin.bat (for report customization) in C:\bellavita\bellavita\bin 
- Notepad2 and console from c:\bellavita\deployment\tools 

 
If the installation fails with PMS connection and training set up in the dialogue – start again without 
setting up these connections. If successful, the connections can be set up later in local.properties as 
described above. 
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